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US24 at Liberty Mills Example Loop Failure (single detector failure on a single phase)
Phase 7 faulted  (Max = 30 sec)
• 12.5 veh-h of delay increase per day
• 4560 veh-h of delay increase per year
• Using a $17 per hour value of travel time, this amounts to $78,000 per year in 
increased user cost
Phase 8 Faulted  (Max = 40 sec)
• 55 veh-h of delay increase per day
• Approx. 20000 veh-h of delay increase per year
• $340,000 per year in increased user cost




15 miles of fiber optic along CR17
14 county signals on fiber network
4 INDOT signals on fiber network
1 microwave link
4 signals on broadband radio
7 signals with no data connection
1 Centracs system
10 FLIR thermal sensors
5 PTZ cameras
Signal System














• Patterns of vehicle arrivals at intersections are cyclical, repetitive and 
statistically similar
• High-resolution data files are easy to acquire and allow isolation of distinct 
detector channels
• Historic detector patterns can be used to inform an ‘expected’ pattern for 
any period for that detector
• Detector patterns can be treated similarly to communications signals, 


































Comparison of analysis week to
average of previous weeks data,
showing similarity of detection
patterns.
Comparison of the cumulative
probability distributions of two sets
of data using the two sample KS
test.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test:
Detection rate of anomalies in detector data by 
duration and magnitude using the K-S test.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test:
Benefits of a statistical based detection error test:


































Benefits of a statistical based detection error test:



















zone out of 
alignment
Split Failures, 12/12/2015  and 12/19/2015
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E - left turn E - thru N - left turn N - thru S - left turn S - thru W - left turn W - thru
Except for EB Thru, all 
other Thru lanes have 
few split failures.  











Developed by Lavrenz et. al.
Published in TRR
Goal is to make this tool accessible to 
agencies by including in specs for 
performance measures.
(Side note: Elkhart County was one site 
used for validation)
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CR17 at CR10
Daily Red Light Running Instances
May 3, 2016
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Turn previous series into a 
graph showing potential RLR 











• Eligibility Review First
• Every Day Counts Initiative
Procurement vs Professional Services
Contract Specifications
 







• Eligibility Review First
• Every Day Counts Initiative
Procurement vs Professional Services
Contract Specifications
 































Contract Process for Implementation
Procurement vs Engineering Services
Engineering Services:
• Performance Based Selection
• Management of sub-consultant writing code
• Validation and testing when complete
• Handle the DOT paperwork required
Minimize County time requirement –
Staff already stretched thin…which is why
this was needed.
Project Timeline
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4


















































• Verify that each performance measure tool was 
present and met the specifications




• Verification process developed by consultant
• Required access to raw data and video archives from 
Elkhart County






CR 17 and SR 120
Lane restriction due to 
construction
Mowing crew hit service
CR 17 and SR 120
CR 17 and CR 6
Implemented new timing 
plans during Holiday period
Maintenance Focused ATSPM
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E - left turn E - thru N - left turn N - thru S - left turn S - thru W - left turn W - thru
Except for EB Thru, all 
other Thru lanes have 
few split failures.  
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CR17 at CR10
Daily Red Light Running Instances
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